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The Cybertruck was introduced by Tesla in November 2019, (same date as 
the setting of 1982 sci-fi classic “Bladerunner”). Arguably one of the most 
controversial statements in present transportation design. The Tesla Cybertruck 
aims to to break the conformist status quo of contemporary car design by 
introducing a vehicle designed with brutalist low resolution and utilitarian 
principles. Referencing wedge shaped design trends from the 60s and 70s 
while pushing things to an extreme, the truck has proven to be quite polarizing. 

                 These projects were done during my internship at Tesla, fall term of 
2019. I had the privilege of taking part in the “Cybertruck” project. Working 
alongside talented designers, engineers, modelers and others, I received 
invaluable feedback and aid throughout the process.

TESLA CYBERTRUCK

01
“If you walk into a Brutalist building and think it’s an unfinished Modernist 
design because the walls are concrete, you are missing the point.”

Ultimately, the design process behind the project was an excercise of 
minimalism and utter simplification. We were constantly encouraged and 
provoked to reduce our design proposals further and further, boiling our ideas 
down to their bare essentials. 

TESLA

www.tesla.com

11/2019

CYBERQUAD
+ CYBERTRUCK SEATS
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The Cyberquad was presented alongside the Cybertruck during 
the unveiling event at the Tesla design studio in November 2019, 
driven onto the bed of the truck. It was later also featured in the 
music video of Travis Scotts song “GANG GANG”.

Travis Scott - “GANG GANG” music video

Photo: TheVerge.com
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After finalizing the design of the seats together with the talented 
modellers and fabricators at Tesla, the Cybertruck was unveiled 
at the launch event November, 2019. Featuring a six seat 
configuration with a fold down armrest, the interior aims to reflect 
the brutalist expression of the exterior.
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If you want to learn more about the process behind this 
project, feel free to reach out to me.
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A project done during the branding course at Umeå institute of Design 
in collaboration with Kiska. The aim of the project was to choose a non 
automotive brand, assess their history and core values and then apply the 
brand to an automotive context. Austrian design agency KISKA has a lot of 
expertise on the subject and aided us with workshops and lectures on branding 
as well as feedback throughout the project. I chose to work with the Sweden 

                    This project was done in collaboration with austrian design 
consultancy KISKA. KISKA aided us throughout the process with workshops 
and feedback and shared their expertise on the subject of branding, brand 
based styling and storytelling.

BRANDING PROJECT

02
based safety gear-brand POC. What initially fascinated me with POC is 
the way they´ve been polarizing the safety gear market, a market previously 
oversaturated with aggresive styling, with their bold, human minimalism. A 
topic worth exploring more in the automotive context.

KISKA

www.kiska.com

04/2018

POC
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DAPPLY POC´S BRAND-DNA IN 
AN AUTOMOTIVE CONTEXT

PRODUCTS
PILLOWED SURFACES
GENEROUS CHAMFERS
BOLD MINIMALISM

“POCS’ TAKE ON PROTECTIVE 
GEAR IS POLARIZING THE MARKET 

WITH ITS BOLD MINIMALISM”

POC AUTOMOTIVE BRAND VALUE POSITIONING
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SIMPLE FORM LANGUAGE

ADVANCED FORM LANGUAGE

EMPOWERING PROTECTIONSHELTERING SAFETY

ACHIEVE A SAFETY-BASED BRAND 
IDENTITY THAT IS EMPOWERING AND 
SPORTY RATHER THAN SHELTERINGA
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POC was founded in 2005 and made its first entry, addressing 
the ski racing market, at the ISPO trade show where it also intro-
duced its mission. POC’s new ideas and solutions to improve ski 
racing safety, by reducing the force transmitted to the brain and 
body in case of a crash, gained a lot of attention.
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I decided to provide the concept with safety bars similar to the 
ones used in rollercoasters for a different user experience em-

phasizing protective performance whilst also adding a distinctive 
look for the poc automotive concept.

I imagined the architecture of the interior being reminiscent of an 
inside-out poc helmet. Soft, pumped surfaces connecting the tub 
structure with generous chamfers in contrasting colour holding the 
seats of the vehicle.

ARCHITECTURE SEATING
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IC Safety features such as the safety bars are emphasized. Safety isn´t 
hidden and understated but distinctive and proudly expressed. 
The design aims to utilize few, distinctive parts, coherent with the 
values of POC. The raised sitting height in the interior provides the 
user with great visibility.
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BRAND COLLABORATION/ FUTURE VISION

03
A project done in collaboration with Härjedalskök, a swedish company that 
produces kitchen interiors. We were asked to generate a visionary concept 
of the kitchen of the future.

My ambition was to create an extreme, futuristic concept that would function 
as a conversation starter and a way to show of exciting new technologies and 
trends that currently are emerging.

I started by abstracting the term kitchen, thinking of the kitchen as a tool, a 
consequence of the food it’s meant to hold and cook. By this logic I started 
investigating and researching future food sources, problems and emerging 
trends. I then based my concept on the hyphotheses i concluded from this 
research.

          This project was done in collaboration with 
Härjedalskök, a swedish kitchen interior producer. They provided me with 
extensive knowledge and feedback at numerous occasions during the 
course of the project.

04/2016

FUTURE 
LIVING

HÄRJEDALSKÖK

www.harjedalskok.se
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BRAND COLLABORATION/ FUTURE VISION

By the year 2030 food production will have 
to increase by more than 50% to ensure 
food supply for the growing population. 
Growing food domestically in small scale 
with alternative, efficient growing methods 
such as hydroponics might be vital to feed 
the growing population. Also new food 
sources such as algae and farmed insects 
might be relevant.

Approximately 3.9 billion people will live 
in areas with scarce water supply by the 
year of 2030. Water scarcity is estimated 
to reduce global harvests by 30%. 
Minimizing water consumption waste will 
be of great importance in the future.

60% of the Earth’s population is estimated 
to live in cities by the year 2030. This is 
equivalent to the Earth’s total population 
2016. Therefore new solutions to housing 
out of the conventional such as collective 
living with shared common areas and 
gardens are a growing trend amongst 
middle aged urban inhabitants.

FOODWATER HOUSING

TOMORROW´S PROBLEMS
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On the right side of the picture is the kitchen area, full of vegetable 
crops, growboxes and various other modules. The glass covered 
water canals running along the floor connect the kitchen modules 
to the rest of the apartment, conjoining all the various parts of the 
ecosystem in a symbiotic, hydroponic cycle.
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the rest of the apartment. The algae, grown in four large tanks, provides 
the inhabitants with another efficient food source while also filtering food 
waste. The windows of the apartment are in fact enormous UV- emitting 
displays, projecting a view of the inhabitants choosing.
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One of the inhabitants of the apartment checking in on one of the 
In vitro meat growing boxes. In Vitro meat, also known as synthetic 
meat is created through a form of cellular agriculture where meat 
is regeneratively grown in a cell culture.V
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In this housing project the inhabitants are provided with a modular 
kitchen grid, allowing for a completely customized experience. 
In this specific apartment the kitchen/ garden is equipped with 
growing boxes with mushrooms and insects, various appliances 
and lots of room for vertical gardening, made possible by 
hydroponic watering. The growing boxes and the crops are all 
connected to the same ecosystem in a symbiotic relationship.
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On the left wall of the apartment there’s another vertical crop, 
connected to the rest of the ecosystem by the canals running 
through the floor. Besides a reliable food source the crop also acts 
as a form of organic, everchanging decoration. On the right side 
of the vertical garden sits the main pump unit.
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Working for the fire department is one of the most demanding and dangerous 
jobs there is. Succesfully performing an emergency operation in a safe and 
efficient manner requires a lot of teamwork, thorough strategy and organization. 
The person responsible for organization and the operation as a whole is the 
rescue leader. His job is to gather information about the emergency and to set 
up an efficient strategy. The rescue leader controls the “command vehicle”, a 

10 WEEK BACHELOR THESIS

04
medium sized vehicle housing equipment and acting as a point of command/ 
communication hub on site.
This project aims to explore possible ways of improving the efficiency of the 
rescue leaders’ workflow. The result is a holistic concept providing the fire 
department with faster information gathering and an extensive platform for 
setting up plans and strategies utilizing modern technologies.

03/2017

RESPONDER

          This project was done in collaboration with 
Umeås fire department. They aided me with knowledge, interviews with 
users and concept feedback throughout the project.

UMEÅ FIRE DEPARTMENT

www.umea.se
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HOW COULD A DEDICATED 
COMMAND VEHICLE IMPROVE THE 
RESCUE LEADERS WORKFLOW?“

RESCUE LEADER

COMMAND VEHICLE

INFO GATHERING

STRATEGY // PLANNING

COMMUNICATION

THE RESCUE LEADER
The person responsible for organization and the operation as a 
whole is the rescue leader. His job is to gather information about 
the emergency and to set up an efficient strategy. The rescue leader 
controls the “command vehicle”, a vehicle housing equipment and 
acting as a point of command / communication hub on site.

FIREFIGHTING VEHICLES

FIRE TRUCK LADDER TRUCK TANK TRUCKCOMMAND VEHICLE
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POINT OF COMMAND Upon arrival at the emergency site the storage is deployed and the 
point of command is set up. The large gullwing door creates a focused, 
tent-like spacialty facilitating an effective communication hub. 

The point of command features a structured storage compartment, 
screens providing an overview of the emergency site, lighting and a 
camera for video communication with the internal HQ and more.

INFO GATHERING

STRATEGY // PLANNING

COMMUNICATION

DRIVING AT EMERGENCY SITE
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An emergency call reaches the SOS central
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The rescue leader is driving the command vehicle

The firemen receive the operation strategy and are 
made aware of possible risks

A drone is dispatched from the fire department Firemen hurry to their vehicles

Drone arrives at the emergency site, sends 3D-scan/ thermal 
video feed to the command vehicle

Rescue leader receives drone info, assesses risks, establishes 
strategy, then communicates plans and risks to his squad

The firemen can execute the operation with clear objectives 
and minimal delay after arriving on site

The rescue leader deploys the command vehicle´s point of 
command and oversees the operation
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As the drone, dispatched from the fire department, reaches 
the emergency site, the rescue leader can extend the 
screen towards himself. As he receives the drone footage, 
he can assess possible risks, establish a strategy and then 
communicate plans and risks to his fire fighting squad.
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A project I did the summer of 2016 between projects at my internship at 
Stockholm-based design agency Propeller. I worked on the project by myself 
with help and feedback from the proffesionals working at the agency. I held 
presentations of my progress for the team on a weekly basis and we’d discuss 
the direction of the project. The objective of the project was to create a 
prestudy exploring possible directions and solutions for an upcoming project 

                     A project I did the summer of 2016 between projects at 
my internship at Stockholm based design agency Propeller. I worked on the 
project by myself with help and succesive feedback from the proffesionals at 
the agency, aiding me throughout the process.

INTERNSHIP PROJECT/ EXPLORATIVE STYLING

05
for a global client. The aim was to achieve a realistic end result with working 
dimensions in regard to the provided package, efficient production and nice 
ergonomy.

PROPELLER

www.propellerdesign.se

07/2016

HÖR 
HEADPHONES
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PROCESS

Mood

Form development

Photoshop exploration

I started exploring the numerous different themes generated 
in  the earlier phase with pen and paper, scribbling down 
ideas, developing  possible directions and also staying open 
to interesting concepts appearing where the different themes 
intersected. Succesively i took the sketches that i found interesting 
into photoshop, adding value, textures and recreating them in a 
correct anatomic proportion.  
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CAD PROCESS I took a number of concepts further into 3D, doing fast mockups, 
experimenting further, trying out different themes and proportions. 
I ended up with one prefered theme, raw geometric minimalism in 
combination with a graphically strong hinge. I developed 3 concepts 
on the same theme and then decided to go further with the round one 
(bottom in the vertical row) due to it having the most iconic recognizable 
graphical expression.
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This project started of with an amazing research trip to Chongqing, China 
where me and my classmates got to take part in workshops hosted by 
Changan, collaborations with chinese design students and general field 
research in Chongqing. The very dense city of Chongqing has a population 
of 30 million inhabitants which also results in a lot of complications when it 
comes to traffic and congestion. For this reason Changan were interested 

                     A project done in collaboration with CHANGAN 
Automobile. CHANGAN generously sponsored an amazing research-trip to 
Chongqing, China and later also provided us with feedback and knowledge 
throughout the design process.

FUTURE MOBILITY

06
in exploring various solutions regarding shared mobility. I decided to work 
around the seemingly contradicting topic of “luxury in shared mobility”. I was 
inspired by the idea that true luxury in an autonomous interior would be to sit 
comfortably in actual, free standing furniture. Thus i started my process with 
designing the furniture and after that the room surrounding it.

CHANGAN

_www.globalchangan.com

10/2017

CHANGAN
GRAND
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DESIGN LUXURY IN SHARED 
MOBILITY FOR CHONGQING 
IN THE YEAR OF 2030 “
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To be able to provide my user with a premium/ luxury car sharing solution I 
decided to investigate what distinguishes the premium services he enjoys 
from their basic alternatives
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SERVICE
HOTEL

LUXURY

PRESENTATION
RESTAURANT

FREEDOM
AIRPLANE

-  A premium experience is hard to come 
by in shared mobility. 

-  Premium users and businesses that value 
comfort over cost aren’t well represented in 
shared mobility.

-  Users interested in a luxury interior UX 
have to pay for high performance vehicles.
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The interior in this luxurious vehicle would revolve around 
emphasizing the furniture design, connecting it to the atmosphere 
of show rooms and grand hotels. My process started with 
designing the furniture, inspired by the the calming “zero gravity” 
seating posture mixed with a classically luxurious divan chair.FU
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04/10/17 COLLABORATION: CHANGAN

SIMON TURAC
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I added suspension to the seats, acting as a futuristic wink towards 
classic chair legs while also reducing traffic-induced motion for 
the passengers. Simultaneously I continued developing the room 
surrounding the furniture, aiming to keep it disconnected from the 
seating yet visually supporting it.
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04/10/17
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COLLABORATION: CHANGAN

SIMON TURAC
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COLLABORATION: CHANGAN
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SIMON TURAC

Besides the default lounge configuration, the chairs and posture 
can adapt to your current state of mind. When you want to be 
productive, sit up right with a clear view of your surroundings. Or 
i you want to relax, in a cocooned position, with a view of the 
city skyline.PO

ST
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E
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GRAND

SE
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E Inspired by the iconic Chongqing cable cars, typical for the 
region, the Changan Grand concept features a service tray 
system, serving the guests whatever they might desire throughout 
their journey.

COLLABORATION: CHANGAN

SIMON TURAC
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Peugeot 905 EVO 2 Le mans homage project done at Peugeot Design 
Summer Class 2018. 
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This project was done in the spring of 2018 in collaboration with Bombardier 
recreational vehicles with the aim being to design an electric vehicle for 
Scandinavian cities in the year of 2025. We received a package with a 
battery, electric engine and various other components and were tasked to 
create any vehicle of our choosing based on these components. As i started 
working on this urban EV, i quickly realised that this new product would have 

                     A collaboration project done together with BRP 
(Bombardier Recreational Group). BRP provided us with field research and 
in depth presentations of their various vehicles as well as feedback and 
knowledge throughout the project.

MODERN MOBILITY/ EXPLORATIVE STYLING

07
different aesthetic requirements than previous BRP products, mainly geared 
towards the out and open. Transportation design in the past was largely about 
performance and speed, with aggresive and complicated aesthetics.  This 
is not the case for generation z where transportation is smart, understated, 
shared and a means to an end. The transportation is not the main experience 
but what moves you from one to another.

BOMBARDIER

_www.brp.com

02/2018

ARK
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# FFD5A5

05/03/18

FLAKMOPED [FL AWK_MOW-PEED]

Inspired by the classic utility moped, loved (in Sweden) for it´s 
stability and great storage potential, i decided that a compact 
three-wheel architecture would fullfill my functional requirements. 
I found that a somewhat hollow body and wide-bottomed frame 
would provide my EV with similar function yet in a more modern 
architecture.
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COLLABORATION: BRP

SIMON TURAC
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# FFD5A5

FORM REFINEMENT

After deciding on the architecture of the vehicle i started refining 
the shapes. My ambition was to create something sharp and 
distinctive, yet reduced compared to BRP´s other segments, making 
it more compatible with the urban scene.A
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05/03/18

A
RK

COLLABORATION: BRP

SIMON TURAC
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The ARK bike is convieniently unlocked through an app in the 
user´s phone, where he/ she also can find relevant info about 
recent journeys.
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# FFD5A5

05/03/18

The user can easily fit his gym bag into the generous storage 
compartment in the bottom of the bike, assisting him in his active 
lifestyle. The bike also features another storage compartment in the 
top for keeping smaller belongings safe.ST
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COLLABORATION: BRP

SIMON TURAC
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Based on current trends, the final design direction features a 
bold, modern champagne finish with mint-green detailing for the 
progressive individual in an urban setting. The sculpted treatment 
aims to tie the bike to its BRP heritage.

# FFD5A5

05/03/18

The user can connect his/ her own personal device to the handle 
bar, using it as a display while simultaneously charging it.

A
RK

COLLABORATION: BRP

SIMON TURAC
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Textures and details inspired by the city, for the city. With it´s three 
wheel architecture the ARK bike is manouverable and stable yet 
nimble, letting it cruise through the slippery, ice covered streets 
of Scandinavian cities with ease. Storage space in the top and 
bottom allows for the active lifestyle of the millenial.
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# FFD5A5

05/03/18

A
RK

SIMON TURAC
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BRP ARK, Inspired by the city, for 

the city. The ARK type 1 is a light, 

functional electric vehicle with 

handy luggage space  and a modern 

aesthetic. The 3 wheels enable safe 

and stable year-around  mobility for 

the modern individual on the go.
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# FFD5A5

05/03/18

A
RK

COLLABORATION: BRP

SIMON TURAC
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This project was done in the fall of 2018, for the “artistic process” -course 
at Umeå Institute of Design. The course was aimed at exploring an emotion 
driven, explorative design process. The foundation of the ideation revolved 
around creating an abstract, physical sculpture and then extracting a form 
language concept from it. I worked with the theme “Tethered motion”, 
exploring a concept of two contrasting materials, one rigid and structural 

EXPLORATIVE STYLING/ ARTISTIC PROCESS

08
tethereing the other, soft and velvety parts. From this principle I then built 
a physical representation of my topic. After creating the physical sculpture, 
I proceded  with analyzing its expression and its negative shapes. Next I 
created an abstract CAD model inspired by defining features that I found. 
This CAD sculpture would then become the base for the refining of the form 
language and later also my final concept.

_www.brp.com

08/2018

TETHERED MOTION
CONCEPT
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DEFINE A FORM CONCEPT WITH 
AN ABSTRACT SCULPTURE“

PAPER SCULPTURE

CAD INTERPRETATION
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TETHERED MOTION CONCEPT

09/18

SIMON TURAC
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08/18 UMEÅ INSTITUTE OF DESIGN

SIMON TURACTETHERED MOTION CONCEPT
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SIMON TURAC

08/18 UMEÅ INSTITUTE OF DESIGN

TETHERED MOTION CONCEPT
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Generation Z - “The generation born completely within the technological age 
and multiculturalism, often referred to as tech natives. his generation is the first 
true global culture as their characteristics and trends are more uniform across 
the globe as they become the most open minded generation to date.” “When 
your “map” of the world is an internet-equipped smartphone, “local” has less 
to do with zip code, and more to do with relevance.”

                     A project done in collaboration with LYNK & CO. LYNK 
provided us with proffesional input as well as feedback and knowledge 
throughout the course of the project.

GENERATION Z/ MODERN MOBILITY

09
A new generation is emerging, with new needs and expectations from mobil-
ity. The LYNK Z concept aims to provide these new users with an immersive, 
intuitive experience true to their own context. The concept showcases a 360 
degree digital trim, intuitively showing you your destination whilst letting you 
explore. Speed is conveyed through colors relative to the recommended limit, 
eliminating numbers, and thus allowing you to focus on your journey.

LYNK&CO

_www.lynkco.com

10/ 2018

LYNKCO 
/Z
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DESIGNING A TRANSPORTATION 
EXPERIENCE FOR GENERATION Z“

LY
N

K
 &

 C
O The young, enigmatic brand Lynk &CO brings much of their 

inspiration from fashion and architecture. They are conscious 
of contemporary trends, continuosly aiming to surprise their 
customers. With energetic, bold geometry and a sensibility for 
tech, Lynk &CO are targetting a new generation of consumers.

!

LOS ANGELES

 LEON, 28 

EARLY ADOPTER

PRODUCER

“GO WITH THE FLOW”
POP UP EVENT

TECH
SIMPLIFIED
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COLLABORATION: BRP

SIMON TURAC
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After the initial ideation I started refining the concept. Aiming to 
retain the energetic and techy themes of earlier sketches, while 
adding higher definition to details, textures and material breakups 
throughout the interior. The dashboard features a bold cut, 
emphasizing the driver orientation of the vehicle.
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# FFD5A5

05/03/18

A
RK

COLLABORATION: BRP

SIMON TURAC

The 360 digital trim surrounding the interior works similar to a 
compass. Intuitively guiding the user towards their destination, 
or displaying convenient nearby suggestions based on personal 
preferences. An icon simply lights up and leads the way.D
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Speed is conveyed through colors of the ambient lighting relative 
to the legal speed limit. Eliminating numbers, and thus allowing 
you to focus on your journey and the view. Providing the new 
generation of users with an immersive, intuitive driving experience 
true to their own context.A

C
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